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peterson’s is a publishing company with an international
presence and offering both print and electronic
publishing. peterson’s electronic publishing, established
in 1991, covers the whole spectrum of academic and
general interest materials. offering print and electronic
editions, peterson’s global electronic publishing program
is committed to provide the best prices and the widest-
ranging selection of single-volume reference materials.
this collection of full-text electronic books from
peterson’s academic publishing on ebooks central
provides a full-text collection of mathematics, science,
and social studies-related textbooks and reference books
in a wide range of fields and disciplines. four books
media is the premier provider of digital textbooks for
students, licensed professors, and the education
community across the globe. authoring, publishing, and
selling textbooks online, four books media is a leading
provider of digital textbooks for classrooms around the
world, offering hundreds of titles in all subject areas. four
books media’s highly acclaimed textbooks and ebooks
are used by students in more than 90 countries and are
available in more than 40 languages. isteve books is a
digital library of books, magazines, and other reference
resources for students, faculty, and librarians. this
collection includes english language periodicals such as
english conversation, the american heritage dictionary of
the english language, the oxford encyclopedia of
american literature, gale virtual reference library, etc.
bestsellers and award-winning books from around the
world are included in this collection, including bestsellers
from scholastic, raintree, aladdin, etc.
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cdc yellow book 2020: health information for
international travel is published every two years as a

resource for health professionals providing care to
international travelers. the fully revised and updated cdc

yellow book 2020 compiles the us governments most
current travel health guidelines, including pretravel

vaccine recommendations, destination-specific health
advice, and easy-to-reference maps, tables, and charts.
when using the american express gold card, users earn

3x membership rewards points on flights booked directly
with airlines or on amextravel.com, 4x membership

rewards points on dining at restaurants and purchases
made at u.s. supermarkets (up to $25,000 per year, then

1x) and 1x membership rewards points earned on
everything else. terms apply. traveller rewards credit

card members earn the following every time you make a
purchase with your card, hotel stays, rental cars, flights,
and gift cards or anything else: 2x points on all travel,
dining and entertainment purchases. 1x points on all

other purchases. travel is changing and it is increasingly
changing how we live. tourism is a major driver of the

global economy and the uns world tourism organisation
(unwto) estimates that inbound tourism alone will

generate $7.1 trillion by 2030, accounting for 9% of
global gdp. but tourism also has a significant effect on
the environment and the economy, which means it is
imperative that we plan for its future. the unwto has

launched the tourism for tomorrow programme to help
craft a sustainable, diversified tourism industry that
preserves the planet and addresses the causes of

climate change. the sustainable development goals
(sdgs) aim to reduce poverty, protect the planet, and
ensure healthy lives for all by 2030. the sustainable

development goals map on to the unwtos sustainable
tourism for tomorrow programme, helping us to move to

a future where we can enjoy and experience our
favourite holiday destinations, protect the environment
and give tourists all of the information they need to be

informed and responsible travellers. 5ec8ef588b
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